A SPLINTER PIERCING THE HEART OF LONDON
FROM THE VERY FIRST SKETCHES, RENZO PIANO'S IDEA FOR THE SHARD WAS
TO EXTRUDE AND PROGRESSIVELY TAPER THE BUILDING, STARTING FROM A
TOTALLY IRREGULAR GEOMETRIC SHAPE. IN FACT, THE PLANS SHOW WINTER
GARDENS AND OPENINGS NESTLED INTO THE VARIOUS FLOORS; NOT ONLY DO
THESE BREATHE LIFE INTO THE COMPOSITION, THEY ALSO CREATE THE PATHS
OF INTERNAL VENTILATION NEEDED TO ENSURE THE BEST ENVIRONMENTAL
CONDITIONS. / Arch. Francesca Malaguzzi, adjunct professor at the Politecnico di Milano.
The skyscrapers of the new millennium are becoming examples of a new sustainable approach to
architectural design. Concentrated in the world's greatest metropolises, today they seek to shed
the old image tied to congested, polluted, chaotic metropolises. In most cases they also promote
such themes as energy savings and sustainability, gaining important international recognition such
as LEED certification. Moreover, realization of these works is linked to vaster urban renewal and
regeneration works, helping transform degraded outlying areas into new pulsing hubs of city life.
The debate on skyscrapers is now reopened with the inauguration of that which has become the
emblem of the city of London: The Shard. An 87-story building - 72 stories of residential real estate
- standing near the London Bridge Station along the banks of the Thames. The project reflects the
desire of the city's administration to promote a new, major urban development, focusing its efforts
on renovating the hubs of the city, in line with the tenets of the Urban White Paper publish by the
British government in 2000.
This document emphasizes that future development of British cities will focus on requalification of
the city hubs, those high transit nodes where public and private transportation meet and which
currently handle hundreds of people each day. The city of London has several such hubs and one
of the most interesting is the London Bridge Station. Sellar Property Group, owner of another large
building flanking the station, the Mayor of London, Ken Livingston, and Fred Manson, the manager
of urban renewal for the Southwark zone were the first to promote the works and asked the Renzo
Piano studio to help them rise to this difficult but stimulating challenge.
The pointed shape of this new skyscraper draws its inspiration from the spires of the city's historic
buildings. Its slender figure represents a "shard" of glass piercing what has, over the years,
progressively become the new, intriguing skyline of the city of London. The shape is reminiscent of
a very, very thin glass pyramid with deep vertical slashes. And, apart from some critics of art and
architecture who define its dimensions as somewhat “out of scale" with the context (Jonathan
Jones - The Guardian), it has undoubtedly become the pole star for the London scene;
unmistakable from afar, it helps people get their bearings from many points in the city.
On the inside, The Shard incorporates a wide range of functions. From the lower office floors, to
the public zones, the auditorium and a prestigious hotel in the center, all the way to the apartments
on the upper floors and the scenic viewing galleries. The designer himself explains how form
actually follows the internal functions: “it was not built like this on a whim or by chance, this
pyramid shape follows the decreasing weight of the functions; it is reminiscent of the spires
adorning the churches of London built by, Christopher Wren, the architect of St. Paul's, precise
signs of the city's reconstruction after the fire of 1666“.
In effect, again in this case, the project includes requalification of the nearby station, in particular
replacing the glass roof. Completing the project are two large squares, designed to give some
respite, the moving force behind the urban regeneration of the entire are. Until a few years ago, the
Southwark area was a nondescript industrial outer city while today it is one of the city's busiest
areas, home to the Tate Modern by Herzog & De Meuron, the Neo Bankside by Richard Rogers,
the More London by Foster and the Riverside Walkway leading to the Design Museum by Joseph
Conran.

Renzo Piano's idea
As can be surmised from the earliest heuristic sketches, Renzo Piano's idea for The Shard, was to
extrude the building and progressively taper it starting from a completely irregular geometric shape.
In fact, the plans show winter gardens and openings nestled into the various floors; not only do
these breathe life into the composition, they also create the paths of internal ventilation needed to
ensure the best environmental conditions.
“I conceived the tower as a small vertical city for about seven thousand people who work there and
hundreds of thousands of visitors” continues Renzo Piano. “The base of the skyscraper has
generous dimensions, while the top tapers before disappearing into sky like a sixteenth century
pinnacle or the mast of a large ship”.
Piano is referring to a building that brings together several functions, a throbbing vertical city
pulsating 24/7. But, actually, each individual function has its own dedicated entrance. The offices
are accessed from the station while the hotel, the residences and the scenic viewing gallery have
several access points from different streets. The building's structural system is mixed and varies
with the different floors, become lighter and lighter as it rises. In fact, from the 2 nd to the 40th floor,
the central hub in reinforced concrete that follows the entire height of the skyscraper is flanked by
steel edging pillars and fretted sheet metal with support casings while, from the 40th to the 72nd
floor, we again have steel edging pillars and reinforced concrete roofing stay post. The final part of
the building, which reaches 87 floors, is instead extremely light and made completely of steel.
It could appear strange to have inserted a concrete roof over floors built of steel. But, as the
structural engineers tell us, this was able to stiffen up the central portion of the building and reduce
sway which can be quite significant in buildings of this size and slenderness. To optimize
construction times, the decision was made to apply a “top-down” approach where the concrete
platform at level zero, was cast together with the foundation. This meant greater financial outlay
but brought a significant savings in construction times.
The shell, made completely of glass, aluminum and steel, draws its inspiration from the faceted
skyscrapers of Mies van der Rohe with sharp, precise vertical lines. It embodies highly innovative
technologies since the double façades have integrated utilities and are combined with some of the
most sophisticated environmental control systems. The 55,000 m² (592,000 ft 2) continuous glass
and metal curtain wall is composed of 11,000 custom panels, designed and built ad hoc by
Permasteelisa Group's Scheldebouw BV. They give life to a passive, double skin. The external
curtain wall has reflective surface treatment over 24% and is made pf extra clear, low-iron glass
double safety glass produced by Pilkington. Instead, the inner surface of this double skin is
composed of double glazed modules with some fixed portions and others that can open inward.
They are composed of safety glass panels such as Ipasol Bright Coating by Interpane. Inside the
double skin, motor-driven curtains have been inserted to help reduce solar heating. Average
façade transmittance is 1.1 W/m2K. The overall energy performance of this skyscraper reduces
energy consumption by 35% over that of a conventional skyscraper. And this is achieved not only
thanks to the performance of the skin with integrated high efficiency air conditioning systems, but
also by precise design of the internal lighting enhancing the use of natural lighting and carefully
managing the use of artificial lighting solely as complementary lighting. Moreover, there is
significant use of natural ventilation to lower the levels of CO2 in the air and the use of rainwater for
plumbing, to control room humidity levels and to guarantee a comfortable microclimate on the
inside. Finally, the use of extra clear, low iron glass would appear to be a bizarre choice and differs
greatly from that normally used in such tall buildings, where opaque, partially reflective glass is
normally used. Here this was the choice because they wanted a truly transparent building. From
the outside, one can observe the hustle and bustle on the inside.
Moreover, this type of glazing can reflect the sky and the nuances of color that change according
to the time of day and the weather.
The building thus mirrors the fickle London weather, dipping into the nuances of grey and sky blue,
playing with the light and hues of the clouds. “The Shard is a truly beautiful addition to the London
skyline. Its beauty is in part due to the ever-changing play of light across the façades of the
building. Even when the sky is dark it captures the light around it and stands like a blade cutting
through the clouds” (Richard Rogers).
The images and designs were kindly provided by studio RPBW Renzo Piano Building Workshop. In
particular, photographs no. 2-12-14 were taken by Rob Telford and photo no. 6 by Paul Raftery.

1. A splinter of glass piercing the London skyline.
2. The pointed shape of this new skyscraper draws its inspiration from the spires of the city's historic buildings.
3. General cross-section of the building.
4. Heuristic sketch by Renzo Piano.
5. The Shard and the trains at London Bridge Station.
6. General cross-section of the casing.
7. Detail of a node of the double skin curtain wall.
8. The plan is a completely irregular geometric shape.
9. The designer of The Shard, architect Renzo Piano of RPBW
10. The extra clear glazing reflects the sky and the fickle London weather.
11. A pole star guiding the way through London.
12. The scenic viewing gallery and open terraces on the top floors.
13. Working drawings of the station roof.
14. Vertical section at the floors, with concrete structure. Note the modular support made of a hook device and
micrometric adjustment. The building is ventilated through an opening at the base of the external skin through
vertical, open-joint gaskets. It is generously proportioned because of the winds high up. Ventilation also serves to
deactivate the pumping needed to conduct rainwater to the inner skin when wind-borne rain is present.
Remember, in England there are specific regulations regarding the actions required and these depend on the rainwind index for the specific geographic area.

CREDITS FOR THE PROJECT
The Shard in London Commissioned by: Sellar Property Group, State of Qatar
Architectural Project:
(Partners responsible for the project: Renzo Piano, Joost Moolhuijzen. Project Architect: William Matthews)
Structural project: Ove Arup & Partners, WSP Cantor Seinuk Vertical mechanical systems. Lerch, Bates &
associates
Architectural consultants: Broadway Malyan
Cost Analysis/Quality Control: Davis Langdon
Landscape design: Townshend architects
Executive design of station: Pascall+Watson
Project Manager: Turner & Townsend
General contractor: Mace
Concrete sub-contractor: Bryne Brothers
Contractor for structural steel: Severfield reeve
Curtain walls: Scheldebouw Permasteelisa Group
Glazing: Pilkington, Interpane/aGC
Masonry: Yorkshire Handmade
Marble cladding: Savema
NUMBERS
Height: 306 m per 87 floors
Gross surface: 126,712 m2
Office Space: 55,277 m2
Restaurant: 2,608 m2
Hotel: 17,562 m2
Residence: 5,788 m2
Belvedere: 1,391 m2

































































































































































































































































